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Abstract In this paper, we demonstrate that multiple concurrent asynchronous and

uncoordinated Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) transmissions can successfully

take place even though the respective receivers do not explicitly null out interfering

signals. Hence, we propose simple modifications to the widely deployed IEEE 802.11

Medium Access Control (MAC) to enable multiple non-spatially-isolated SIMO sender-

receiver pairs to share the medium. Namely, we propose to increase the physical carrier

sense threshold, disable virtual carrier sensing, and enable message-in-message packet

detection. We use experiments to show that while increasing the peak transmission

rate, spatial multiplexing schemes such as those employed by the IEEE 802.11n are

highly non-robust to asynchronous and uncoordinated interferers. In contrast, we show

that the proposed multi-flow SIMO MAC scheme alleviates the severe unfairness result-

ing from uncoordinated transmissions in 802.11 multi-hop networks. We analytically

compute the optimal carrier sense threshold based on different network performance

objectives for a given node density and number of receive antennas.

Keywords Medium Access Control; Random Access; Fairness; Multiple-Input

Multiple-Output (MIMO); Multi-hop 802.11 Networks.

1 Introduction

Random access Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols are susceptible to packet

losses and unfairness in throughput distribution when the competing senders are not

able to coordinate their transmissions. Increasing the underlying physical layer rate

increases the rate of only MAC contention-winning flows. However, flows which are not

able to win medium access still suffer very low throughput, despite their potentially high

physical layer rate. It was experimentally shown using commodity hardware that an
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IEEE 802.11n flow can obtain a throughput of only a few hundred kbps in simple multi-

hop topologies despite a few hundred Mbps Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)

physical layer [20].

A key reason for the failure of the IEEE 802.11n to provide fairness is that the

multi-antenna physical layer is used only to increase the per-link throughput (assum-

ing fading and receiver noise are the only sources of randomness). However, such a

physical layer does not counter uncoordinated or hidden senders, but instead relies on

the 802.11 MAC to prevent their negative effects. In multi-hop random access net-

works, wherein senders are not necessarily within range, asynchronous interference

from concurrent transmissions (i.e., interference not aligned to packet or frame bound-

aries) is unavoidable since nodes necessarily take uncoordinated transmission actions

(e.g., starting time, power, or rate, etc.). Such interference cannot be explicitly can-

celed by the receiver because of the unavailability of the channel information of the

asynchronous interferers. Recall that the preamble of an asynchronous interferer is

non-decodable once the receiver is locked to its intended packet.

In this paper, we consider the additional source of randomness at the physical

layer resulting from random and unpredictable interference from uncoordinated trans-

missions, and ask what is the best use of multiple antennas in this case. Unlike related

information-theoretic [5, 7, 8, 14–16, 22, 32, 35, 36] and MIMO MAC [4, 6, 24, 29]

approaches, we consider the uncoordinated interference scenario in asynchronous net-

works wherein a flow is unable to infer the interferers’ channels, rates, power selec-

tions, or starting times. We propose to have senders use only one transmit antenna

and receivers use all of the available antennas. In such a Single-Input Multiple-Output

(SIMO) strategy, the use of multiple receive antennas increases the diversity order or

equivalently increases the received signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). The

increase in the receive diversity allows the receiver to combat high interference levels

and still retrieve packets with high reliability. Our use of SIMO decreases peak per-

link rates compared to MIMO with spatial multiplexing, but increases the number of

concurrent uncoordinated transmissions. Thus, our scheme is geared towards scenarios

with problematic hidden and uncoordinated interferers. The contributions of the paper

are as follows.

First, we experimentally1 and analytically demonstrate that in the presence of un-

coordinated interference, SIMO receive diversity provides increased robustness for a

wide range of the signal to interference ratio (SIR) compared to MIMO spatial multi-

plexing schemes. Such schemes require significantly high SIR margin at the receiver to

attain the promised gains. Thus, SIMO robust transmission is suitable when senders

do not apriori know the SIR at the receivers. For example, using the WARP pro-

grammable open-access platform [19], we show that a 4×4 MIMO flow has to be more

than 15 dB above an uncoordinated interferer to attain the 4× throughput gain. Mean-

while, a 1×4 SIMO flow’s transmission is almost error-free at -5 dB SIR. Furthermore,

we show that for a given cumulative interference, SIMO reliability worsens with fewer

uncoordinated interferers. Therefore, allowing more SIMO transmissions to take place

at low transmission power is less harmful to the ongoing transmissions than allowing

few high-power ones.

Second, we show how simple modifications to the IEEE 802.11n protocol can exploit

the reliability of SIMO links to alleviate the consequences of uncoordinated transmis-

sions. The main idea is to allow for multiple asynchronous spatially-proximate SIMO

1 A preliminary set of our experiments was published in [18].
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transmissions to take place rather than attempting to ensure that a single spatially-

isolated flow uses MIMO to increase its rate (as the case with 802.11n). We show that

this can be achieved by suitably increasing the physical carrier sense threshold and dis-

abling virtual carrier sensing.2 Consequently, a sender can initiate a new transmission

– even if other nearby transmissions are currently taking place – as long as the cumula-

tive interference in its vicinity implies a sufficient interference margin for an additional

SIMO transmission. Meanwhile, a receiver must be able to lock on to a new arriving

packet after receiving the preamble of an unintended packet. Thus, enabling the IEEE

802.11 Message-In-Message (MIM) [26] feature is mandatory for our multi-flow MAC

approach. Simulation results show that our SIMO MAC alleviates the unfairness of

legacy MIMO MAC in problematic topologies.

Finally, we analytically derive the SIMOMAC carrier sense threshold using a model

in which uncoordinated interferers are uniformly distributed around a tagged node.

Since a tagged receiver is unaware of the channel information of the interferers, we

model the total interference as a single random variable. We show that the probability

distribution of that random variable can be approximated by a gamma distribution,

and provide closed form expressions of its statistics as a function of the node den-

sity and the number of receive antennas. We use this model to formulate the SIMO

MAC sender’s transmission probability in order to compute the optimal carrier sense

threshold achieving different network performance objectives.

The paper is organized as follows. We describe the system model and motivate the

SIMO case in Section 2. In Section 3, we experimentally demonstrate SIMO robustness

to uncoordinated interference. Then, we present simple modifications to the IEEE

802.11 to exploit SIMO flows to alleviate unfairness in Section 4. We analytically

derive SIMO MAC carrier sense threshold for random networks in Section 5. We discuss

related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 System Model and Motivation

In this section, we define the system model and the uncoordinated transmissions prob-

lems in random access networks. Then, we review the SIMO communications properties

that entitle SIMO as the solution for such problems.

2.1 System Model

We consider a multi-hop ad-hoc network in which individual sender-receiver pairs may

not be mutually within transmission range of each other. Each node is equipped with

a half-duplex transceiver with N > 1 antennas tuned to the same frequency. All nodes

in the network are competing for a common channel access according to an 802.11-like

MAC based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). Competing senders indepen-

dently decide whether or not to transmit based on the measured interference energy on

the shared medium. The RTS/CTS collision avoidance mechanism is disabled to over-

2 Virtual carrier sensing prohibits a node from transmitting after an overheard 802.11 packet
header is decoded until after the packet’s duration field indicates that the transmission will be
completed.
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come the associated overhead.3 Nodes are not globally synchronized.4 Transmissions

from out of range senders (i) asynchronously start at arbitrary time instants, and con-

sequently, (ii) their channel information cannot be estimated by the receiver. Hence,

multi-user detection or explicit interference cancellation techniques are not applicable.

We refer to such out of range transmissions as uncoordinated interference. A re-

ceiver estimates the channel information of only its respective sender to retrieve the

transmitted information using a maximal ratio combining architecture. Once a receiver

locks to the preamble of its intended packet, it remains in the receive mode until the

end of the packet reception. The impact of uncoordinated interfering transmissions at

the physical layer is an increase in the ambient interference plus noise power.

2.2 Problem Definition and Motivation

Unlike scheduled access networks, the coordination of multiple asynchronous transmis-

sions in random access networks is not feasible unless a separate resource is dedicated

for coordination (e.g., a different channel, radio, or pilot tone). Consequently, ran-

dom access protocols, such as 802.11, MACA, and MACAW, target having a single

sender-receiver pair exclusively using all of the shared medium resources (e.g., time,

bandwidth, and antennas, etc.) at a time barring spatial reuse. Other nearby senders

must remain silent until the end of an ongoing transmission. In multi-hop networks, all

nodes are not within range. Therefore, such random access MAC protocols yield unco-

ordinated interfering transmissions since nodes make independent and imperfect trans-

mission decisions. The resulting collisions not only degrade the channel utilization but

also lead to severe unfairness in the throughput received by competing sender-receiver

pairs as shown in [11].

The 802.11n standard exploits a multi-antenna physical layer to realize high link

rates via MIMO spatial multiplexing. However, the MAC layer still attempts to ensure

a single spatially-isolated sender-receiver pair. In single-cell networks wherein all nodes

are within range, the 802.11n MAC largely ensures such behavior. Consequently, in

such idealized scenarios without hidden terminals, a transmission can utilize all of

the MIMO channel’s degrees of freedom (DoF: defined as the minimum of the link’s

transmit and receive antennas which is reflected by the rank of the channel matrix [31])

to increase its data rate via spatial multiplexing. Unfortunately, in multi-hop networks

(or networks in which all nodes are not mutually within range yielding hidden nodes),

the 802.11n MAC cannot ensure such interference-free condition due to the existence

of uncoordinated senders.

Motivation. Our objective is to exploit the underlying multi-antenna physical

layer to counter uncoordinated out of range interfering senders in 802.11 multi-hop

networks. Instead of allowing only a single contention-winning flow per area to exclu-

sively use MIMO to increase its rate, we ask what is the best multi-antenna scheme

that allows multiple flows to simultaneously transmit. Unlike prior work [4, 6, 24, 29]

which necessitates coordination among interfering flows, and hence requires network-

wide synchronization, we consider uncoordinated random access system model in which

3 While RTS/CTS packet exchange can mitigate the effect of hidden terminals in some cases,
it has no benefit in other cases and increases overhead in all cases [11].

4 Closed-loop MIMO schemes (e.g., beamforming, stream control, or optimal antenna se-
lection) necessitate global node synchronization and information exchange overhead that out-
weighs the MIMO throughput gain [12].
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senders independently take their transmission actions and receivers are unaware of the

interference channel information.

2.3 SIMO Communications Background

Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) communications utilize the multiple antennas

at the receiver to provide diversity gain which translates into an increase of the wire-

less link reliability [30, 31]. It was shown that SIMO communications achieve lower

error rates compared to open-loop transmit diversity schemes such as Alamouti [3] in

the high SINR regime in both single-user and coordinated multi-user scenarios [31]. In

addition to SIMO superior transmission reliability, Telatar’s conjuncture in the semi-

nal paper [30] suggests using SIMO or few transmit antennas to maximize the outage

capacity of the single-user non-ergodic channel. Recent studies have shown that SIMO

communications asymptotically maximize the network capacity due to SIMO low out-

age probability and high transmission reliability [5, 8, 14–16, 32, 35]. It was also shown

that an asymptotically high SINR margin is required at the receivers to obtain the

multiplexing gain if multiple antennas are used for transmission. Such high SINR mar-

gin can be achieved in coordinated networks in which either a single spatially-isolated

transmission is guaranteed or by jointly transmitting and decoding multiple transmis-

sions which requires network-wide synchronization and induces significant overhead

that outweighs the multi-antenna gain as was experimentally shown in [12].

In what follows, we generalize the case for SIMO communications raised by [5, 8, 14–

16, 30, 32, 35] and consider asynchronous systems with uncoordinated transmissions.

We use experiments to demonstrate the SIMO communications performance gains in

the realistic setup in which (i) interfering transmissions can arbitrarily start during the

course of a given transmission, and (ii) the intended receivers do not have any infor-

mation whatsoever regrading interfering transmissions or the interference channel. It

is worth mentioning that prior analytical results assume synchronized systems and/or

assume the complete [5, 8, 14, 16, 32, 35] or the partial [16, 32] knowledge of the chan-

nel information of interfering transmissions. In Appendix A, we use outage analysis

to prove the superior robustness of SIMO compared to MIMO spatial multiplexing

if the receivers do not have the channel information of the interferers and simply em-

ploy single-user detection techniques.5 However, our analysis is limited to synchronized

transmissions as the case with the related analytical work [5, 7, 8, 14–16, 22, 32, 35, 36].

3 Experimental Evaluation of SIMO Robustness to Uncoordinated

Interference

In this section, we make the case for SIMO random access networks by experimen-

tally demonstrating that (i) SIMO links provide increased robustness to uncoordinated

(synchronous and asynchronous) interference as compared to MIMO links with spatial

multiplexing for realistic channel conditions, (ii) the robustness of SIMO links degrades

with fewer high-power interferers as compared to many low-power interferers with the

5 In this paper, we consider the simplest and widely deployed single-user architecture: the
maximal ratio combiner without any information feedback to the sender. However, SIMO
superiority has also been proven for more sophisticated architectures such as those addressed
in [7, 8, 14–16, 22, 32, 36]. Section 6 presents a detailed discussion of such related work.
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same cumulative interference power. Thus, enabling more SIMO flows to concurrently

transmit (even at low-power since SIMO robustness depends on the SIR not the ab-

solute transmission power) results in highly reliable links even with the receivers not

explicitly handling the consequent uncoordinated interference. We analytically prove

these properties (only for the aligned transmissions case) in Appendix A.

3.1 Testbed Setup

We use the Wireless Open-Access Research Platform (WARP) for our experiments [19].

WARP is an FPGA-based fully programmable wireless platform with four daughter

card slots that can be used to implement up to 4x4 MIMO communication systems.

We use the WARPLab framework which uses the WARP FPGA boards as wireless

interfaces while the MIMO processing is performed by a PC to which up to 16 WARP

boards can be connected via an Ethernet switch. Figure 1(a) depicts a schematic of

an example 3-node WARPLab setup. The PC acts as a centralized controller which

is used to (i) generate the transmitted data streams, (ii) realize the MAC scenarios

under investigation (e.g., it controls which senders transmit, when, and with how many

antennas), and (iii) post-process the received data streams. We implement a V-BLAST

MIMO spatial multiplexing transceiver architecture [33]. We use maximal ratio com-

bining to detect the transmitted signals.6 Each antenna is used for the transmission

of an independent packet with a fixed power P . Thus, a n × N link implies n times

the SIMO link transmission power. This transceiver automatically downscales to a

SIMO one when only one antenna is used for transmission. The reported results are

the average of five measurements.

C

A B

WARPLAB

B

A C

H
C

H
A

known unknown

(a) Schematic of a 3-node WARPLab setup. (b) Single interferer scenario.

Fig. 1 A schematic of the 3-node baseline experiment.

Two precautions are made to ensure that any given MIMO link can utilize all of

the available spatial DoF. First, the inter-spacing between the antennas connected to a

WARP board is greater than twice the operating wavelength (we use 7 dBi omnidirec-

tional external antennas operating at the 2.4 GHz ISM band). Second, the experiments

6 While non-linear detection and symbol cancellation techniques result in better performance
for the V-BLAST architecture, the computational complexity of such optimal detectors is high.
In this paper, we demonstrate SIMO transmission superiority with practical low-complexity
detectors such as the maximal ratio combiners.
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are performed in an indoor propagation environment characterized by rich scattering

with none-line-of-sight paths between any sender and any receiver. For all experi-

ments, individual link measurements indicated full rank channel matrices for all links.

Therefore, all our findings are attributed to the interaction between the interfering

transmissions rather than ill-conditioned links.

Scenario. Our experiments consider a single sender-receiver pair (WARP node A

transmitting to WARP node B) with a different number of interfering nodes (WARP

nodes C, D, · · ·, etc.) depending on the tested scenario. Sender A as well as all the

interferers are (i) at the same distance of 3.5 m from the receiver node B, and (ii)

using the same MIMO schemes (i.e., the same number of transmit antennas) with

respective transmit power per antenna PA, PC , · · ·, etc. We independently tested the

link from each sender to the common receiver (without interference) to ensure that

all links obtain identical goodput for transmit power ranging between 0 dBm and 20

dBm. We define the relative SIR of the tagged sender A and an interferer I as the

power ratio PA/PI , for I = C,D, · · ·, etc. We also define the absolute SIR as the ratio

of the power of the tagged sender A and the total interference power of all interfering

senders, i.e., PA/
∑

I PI . For our experiment, PA is set to 15 dBm and we vary the

interferers’ powers. Node B only estimates channel HA and does not have the channel

information of the interfering senders.

Tested MAC Approaches.We consider two MAC scenarios of the uncoordinated

senders: (i) a random access MAC scenario in which the interfering senders are unaware

of A’s ongoing transmission. Therefore, such interferers transmit during A’s packet

transmission. This MAC scenario models hidden senders in 802.11n multi-hop networks.

(ii) A prefect scheduler MAC scenario in which the PC allows only one sender to

transmit at a time with equal channel access time guaranteed per sender. The perfect

scheduler does not include coordination and information distribution overhead of an

actual protocol and serves as a benchmark for comparison. The goodput of the perfect

scheduler represents the upper bound of what can be achieved by a MAC protocol that

allows competing flows to share the medium in TDMA manner.

3.2 Reliability of SIMO Links with Uncoordinated and Asynchronous Interference

In this experiment, we show that SIMO robustness to uncoordinated interference com-

pared to MIMO spatial multiplexing holds for real systems irrespective of the temporal

alignment of the uncoordinated interference. For the tagged link AB, we consider a

single equidistant interfering node C. Figure 1(b) depicts the experiment scenario. We

consider two cases for uncoordinated random access: A full- and mid-packet interfer-

ence scenarios wherein C ’s transmissions start exactly with and exactly in the middle

of A’s transmissions, respectively. Figures 2 and 3 depict the goodput of link AB nor-

malized to the interference-free SIMO goodput for the tested MAC approaches in 2-

and 4-antenna systems for full- and mid-packet interference, respectively.

SIMO Robustness. As shown in both figures, N×N MIMO spatial multiplexing

requires high SIR to achieve theN× goodput gain, regardless of the temporal alignment

of the uncoordinated interference. For example, link AB needs to be more than 15 dB

above the interferer to obtain the goodput gain for full-packet interference. In contrast,

almost all of the packets of the 1 × N SIMO transmissions are successfully received

resulting in almost unity normalized rate even at low SIR values. The reliability of a

SIMO link increases with the number of receive antennas due to the increase in the
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available DoF. Thus, a 1× 4 transmission achieves unity normalized goodput at -5 dB

while a 1× 2 requires at least 2.5 dB SIR.
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(a) Two receive antennas. (b) Four receive antennas.

Fig. 2 Full-packet interference goodput of link AB versus the relative SIR. For the perfect
scheduler, link AB is interference-free and PA = 15 dBm.
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(a) Two receive antennas. (b) Four receive antennas.

Fig. 3 Mid-packet interference goodput of link AB versus the relative SIR. For the perfect
scheduler, link AB is interference-free and PA = 15 dBm.

Note that the goodput of the 1 × 4 link AB is only 55% of its upper bound. The

perfect scheduler goodput bound can still be attained in the presence of C ’s interfer-

ence if A and C use two antennas each. Yet, A must be at least 5 dB stronger than

C. Therefore, an optimal MAC must track the SIR at the receiver side in order to

choose the optimal spatial multiplexing degree. However, such coordination (i) induces

overhead which further degrades the goodput, (ii) does not guarantee optimality as the

SIR can change during the course of a packet transmission due to the asynchronicity of

uncoordinated transmissions. Interested readers are referred to [20] for further discus-

sion of SINR-based selection of the spatial multiplexing degree. In Section 4, we show

that 1× 4 SIMO will allow more flows to be simultaneously active as the node density

increases, and hence, leads to higher network goodput compared to 1× 2 SIMO.
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Temporal Alignment of Interference. Next, we investigate the impact of the

interference temporal alignment. For a given goodput, the SIR required given mid-

packet interference is lower as compared to full-packet interference – despite similar

general trends. This is attributed to two reasons. First, receiver B is receiving A’s

preamble in the absence of interference from C when C starts in the middle of A’s

packet transmission. Hence, B has a more accurate estimate of HA compared to the

full-packet interference case wherein A’s preamble is interfered by C ’s transmission.

Second, only half of A’s payload bytes are susceptible to interference from C. The

percentage of successfully received packets increases with the decrease in the overlap

time between the two transmissions. We do not further investigate this issue. Note

that, all our findings apply to TDMA scheduled access systems given the full-packet

interference results. However, scheduled access is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.3 Multiple SIMO Transmissions Scenarios

In this experiment, we investigate the impact of the number of interferers in multi-

interferer scenarios. The total interference power is fixed and we vary the number of

interferers that generates such cumulative interference.7 Our evaluation metric is the

packet delivery ratio defined as the percentage of packets that are successfully received

out of the total number of transmitted packets. We plot the packet delivery ratio of the

tagged link AB given a fixed cumulative interference power while varying the number

of interferers for a 2-antenna receiver in Figure 4. All senders (including A) are at the

same distance from the receiver B. All interferers start at the same time. The x-axis

represents the absolute SIR (defined as the ratio of sender A’s power and the sum of the

power of all interferers). We split the cumulative power equally among all interferers.

Figure 4 shows that the effect of uncoordinated interference is weakened as the

number of the interferers increases for a fixed cumulative interference. This behavior

is illustrated with the increase in the packet delivery ratio as the number of interferers

increases. This is attributed to the fact that the assumed single-user detection treats

the cumulative interference as a single source of randomness, and does not have any

information to null out individual interferers. The complex-valued signals transmitted

from different interferers undergo different complex-valued channels. The cumulative

interference vector is the phasor addition of the received interference vectors. Due to

the randomness in the phases of the received signals form different interferers, their

phasor addition yields cumulative interference of amplitude much less than the sum of

the amplitudes of the individual received interference vectors. In other words, multiple

weak interferers will have the same effect of a single interferer with same total power

only if their received vectors are in phase (which is true with probability zero).

Figure 5 depicts the transmitted and the received (at the matched filter output)

symbol constellations of 10 packets for 1 and 4 interferers at 0 dB absolute SIR for the

2-antenna system. The variance of the received symbols decreases with the increase

of the number of interferers due to the reduction of interference effect given multiple

7 We also studied the case in which we vary the total cumulative interference power by
varying the number of interferers while finxing the transmission power per interferer. We
found that 70-83% of the packets of a 1 × N are successfully received in the presence of
N − 1 interferers each with the same transmit power as the tagged sender. In theory [31], a
100% transmission success ratio can be achieved if and only if the channel information of all
interferers is known which is infeasible in asynchronous networks.
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Fig. 4 Goodput of link AB versus the absolute SIR.
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(a) Single interferer. (b) Four interferers.

Fig. 5 Transmitted and received symbol constellations at the matched filter output for 0 dB
SIR.

interferers. This implies that a few strong uncoordinated interferers are more harmful

to an ongoing transmission compared to many weak interferes. Similar performance

was attained in the 4-antenna system. Furthermore, we repeated this experiment for a

SISO system and observed a similar trend. It is worth mentioning that our experimental

results provide a rigorous explanation of prior analytical results that showed similar

weakening of the interference effect with the increase of the number of interferers for

a given total interference power [34]. We further generalize such results by considering

more interferers to validate this point in a realistic propagation environment.

3.4 Summary of the Results

We conclude this section by highlighting the main two results of our experiments. These

two results form the basis upon which our non-greedy multi-flow SIMO random access

approach is built in the next section.

– MAC protocols exploiting MIMO to increase the per-link rate cannot obtain the

spatial multiplexing gain in the presence of a significant uncoordinated transmis-

sion. On the other hand, SIMO reliable transmission is resilient to uncoordinated

interference without explicit interference suppression and irrespective of the tem-

poral alignment of the interference.
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– The robustness of a SIMO link worsens in the presence of few high-power interferers

compared to many low-power ones with equivalent cumulative interference power.

The impact of many weak interferers resembles the noise effect. Thus, a non-greedy

MAC should allow multiple SIMO transmissions to occur instead of allowing a single

transmission to greedily capture all of the channel resources in multi-hop networks

with uncoordinated sender-receiver pairs.

4 SIMO Fair Random Access MAC

In this Section, we present the physical and MAC layer modifications required to allow

multiple non-spatially-isolated SIMO flows to successfully communicate and demon-

strate the gains compared to legacy MIMO MAC.

4.1 802.11n Physical and MAC Layer Modifications

Our multi-flow SIMO MAC scheme relies on the ability of sender-receiver pairs to

initiate new transmissions – if possible – even if proximate sender-receiver pairs are ac-

tive. However, the 802.11 standard and its multi-antenna version (the 802.11n) target

having a single transmission per unit area. We show that only two modifications are

required to 802.11n physical and MAC layers to enable multi-flow SIMO communica-

tions. Namely, (i) preventing a single sender-receiver pair from exclusively reserving

the medium by suitably increasing the physical carrier sense threshold and disabling

virtual carrier sensing, and (ii) modifying the packet detection at the physical layer to

track the relative changes in the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) value to

allow receivers to lock to new packets in the presence of active transmissions.

4.1.1 Exclusive Medium Reservation Prevention

According to the 802.11 MAC, a sender decides whether or not to transmit based on

physical and virtual carrier sensing. If the physical carrier sensing implies that the

cumulative energy on the medium exceeds a certain threshold over a DIFS period, a

sender infers the existence of a nearby transmission. In order to not cause the ongoing

transmission to collapse, legacy physical carrier sense threshold is chosen to allow

a single transmission per carrier sensing area. In contrast, we propose to suitably

increase the carrier sense threshold in order to allow for multiple transmissions to

coexist per carrier sensing area. Therefore, a sender can still transmit - even if other

nearby transmissions are currently taking place - as long as the cumulative interference

is below the new threshold. In Section 5, we compute the optimal carrier sense threshold

for a given node density.

Recall that our approach allows for multiple asynchronous transmissions to take

place. A sender does not have to wait for a particular ongoing transmission to end.

Instead, a sender must continually perform physical carrier sensing in order to initi-

ate its transmission once the cumulative interference implies non-saturated medium.

Therefore, virtual carrier sensing must be disabled for proper operation.
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4.1.2 Message-In-Message (MIM) Packet Detection

In order for multiple asynchronous flows to successfully take place, the receivers of

different flows must be able to lock to the preamble of a new packet if the current active

transmissions are not of interest (i.e., not intended to this particular receiver). This

can be easily achieved by monitoring the RSSI changes after receiving the preamble

of an unintended packet. If the relative change in RSSI exceeds a certain threshold, a

receiver infers the existence of a new packet and locks on to the new preamble. This

functionality can be easily implemented by enabling the 802.11 optional Message-In-

Message (MIM) feature [26]. MIM is an enhancement to 802.11 physical layer to address

physical layer capture by locking to a new arriving stronger packet. However, MIM is

not implemented in all 802.11 chipsets as it is not mandated by the standard. For our

multi-flow MAC approach, the MIM feature (or similar packet detection mechanism)

is mandatory.

4.2 Performance Evaluation

Here, we demonstrate the performance gains obtained via the above simple physical

and MAC layer modifications. We study the fairness and the goodput achieved by the

modified 802.11 on top of a SIMO physical layer compared to legacy 802.11 running

on top of a MIMO N × N spatial multiplexing physical layer. Our fairness index is

the sum of the log utility which is maximized via the proportionally fair flow rates

[17]. We developed a custom event driven simulator using MATLAB. We extract the

physical layer parameters of the WARPLab platform and use our experimental data to

build a lookup table that is used by the simulator to learn the physical layer behavior.

For both the SIMO and MIMO MAC realizations, we use DIFS, SIFS, and mini-slot

durations of 36, 20, and 20 µs, respectively. Binary exponential backoff is used for

contention windows in the range [31, 1023]. The maximum retry limit is 7 attempts

before a packet is discarded. In all the considered topologies, senders A and B are out

of each other’s carrier sensing range for both the SIMO and MIMO systems.

Information Asymmetry Topology. According to legacy MIMO 802.11, flow

Aa receives significantly low goodput compared to flow Bb in the information asym-

metry topology depicted in Figure 6(a). While both senders are unable to coordinate

their transmissions, only A’s packets collide at its intended receiver a while B ’s packets

are successfully received at b. Thus, only flow Aa suffers high packet loss and backoff

penalties. Normalizing the goodput of each flow by that of a single N × N flow, the

total log utility is -1.19 and -1.22 for the 2- and 4-antenna systems, respectively. The

proportionally fair maximum log utility is -0.6 achieved when both flows obtain half of

the N ×N flow rate. In contrast, the proposed SIMO MAC approach allows a to suc-

cessfully receive most of its intended packets despite B ’s uncoordinated transmissions.

Thus, the goodput of flow Aa increases, and hence, the total log utility increases to

-0.84 and -1.14 for the 2- and 4-antenna systems, respectively. While SIMO MAC log

utility is close to optimal in the 2-antenna case, the log utility degradation is due to

SIMO low per-flow goodput in the 4-antenna system.

Flow in the Middle Topology. In the topology depicted in Figure 6(b), the

senders of the two outer flows Aa and Bb are out of each other’s range. Thus, both

flows independently and successfully transmit to their respective receivers. According

to 802.11 MIMO MAC, the sender of the middle flow is deferring as long as either or
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(a) Information asymmetry. (b) Flow in the middle.

Fig. 6 Example problematic multi-hop topologies with uncoordinated transmissions. Solid
arrows indicate data flows while dashed lines imply nodes are within transmission range.
Senders A and B are uncoordinated (out of range).

both the outer flows are active and receives almost zero goodput. The total log utility

for the 2- and 4- antenna systems is -4.67 and -4.62, respectively; which is much lower

than the proportionally fair utility of -0.83 achieved by a goodput of 0.67, 0.33, and 0.67.

In contrast, the proposed SIMO approach allows the middle flow to transmit despite

the ongoing activities of the outer flows. In the 4- and 2-antenna systems, the achieved

goodput is (0.27, 0.26, 0.27) and (0.46, 0.09, 0.46), yielding log utilities of -1.7 and -1.69,

respectively. In the 2-antenna system, the degradation in the goodput of the middle

flow is because such flow is receiving interference from two strong interferer. Recall that

the performance of our SIMO approach is significantly dependent on the instantaneous

interference unlike legacy 802.11 which targets a binary on-off interference model. For

example, if the inter-flow distance slightly increases to 1.2d while keeping the sender-

receiver distance at d, the log utility increases to -1.2 as the achieved rates increase to

0.5, 0.21, and 0.5 due to reduced interference.

Hidden Senders Scenarios. Finally, we consider uncoordinated senders scenarios

wherein long-term fairness is not the main concern (i.e., all flows operate under iden-

tical interference conditions). We consider 2- and 4-flow scenarios wherein all senders

are hidden from each other and all senders are at the same distance from the collo-

cated receivers. Both the SIMO MAC and MIMO MAC approaches yield almost equal

throughput per flow as depicted in Figures 7(a) and (b). However, SIMO MAC results

in less collisions, and hence, better short-term fairness as indicated by the variance

of the goodput depicted via the error bars. In the 2-flow topology depicted in Figure

7(a), the goodput achieved by the SIMO MAC is less than the MIMO MAC in the

4-antenna case due to SIMO low per-flow rate. However, as the number of competing

flows increase, the number of simultaneously active flows increase with the number

of antennas, and the SIMO average flow rate approaches the MIMO flow rate (both

almost equal to 0.2). Even for the 2-antenna system, the per flow goodput in the 4 flow

topology (0.17) is close to the MIMO case (0.19). In the next section, we analytically
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study the relationship between the node density (hence, the number of interferers), N ,

and the per flow achievable rate in random network topologies.
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(a) 2 Hidden senders w/ collocated receivers. (b) 4 Hidden senders w/ collocated receivers.

Fig. 7 Example hidden terminal topologies. Senders A and B are uncoordinated (out of range)
senders in topology (a). All senders in topology (b) are out of range. Receivers are collocated.

5 SIMO Carrier Sense Threshold for Random Networks

In this section, we compute the SIMO MAC carrier sense threshold. First, we find the

distribution of the cumulative interference power at an arbitrary node. Using this dis-

tribution, we formulate the node’s transmission probability in terms of the carrier sense

threshold. For a given network performance objective, the SIMO MAC carrier sense

threshold is computed by reversing the node’s transmission probability that achieves

the targeted objective.

5.1 System Model

We consider single-hop flows in a multi-hop wireless network in which nodes are uni-

formly distributed within an area. We ignore the edge effects and assume that all links

have the same statistical characteristics. Each node is equipped with N ≥ 1 anten-

nas. A node always uses all N antennas in the receive mode (e.g., for packet reception

or RSSI measurement). Meanwhile, a sender uses one antenna for transmission. The

transmit power P is uniform throughout the network.

Consider a specific node, we denote the number of interfering transmissions result-

ing in co-channel interference at a given time instant as L. The number of interferes L is

a random variable that depends on the node density ρ. We assume uniform backlogged

traffic at all senders. Since the neighborhood observed by each node in an arbitrary
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topology is statistically identical, the L interferers can be assumed to be uniformly

distributed within a disc of radius D centered at the tagged receiver, where D is the

largest distance at which an interfering transmitter can cause interference above the

receiver sensitivity at the tagged receiver. Recall that we have demonstrated that the

impact of multiple weak interferers resembles noise. Thus, we only consider strong in-

terferers within D. Let ε denote an infinitesimal distance such that it does not affect

the uniform distribution of nodes. The probability density function of the distance

between a node and the tagged receiver is given by

fD(d) =
2d

D2 − ε2
, d ∈ [ϵ,D] (1)

5.2 Cumulative Interference Distribution

For the aforementioned system model, the received power from the kth interferer is

given by

Pk = P0

(
d0
dk

)α

γk (2)

where dk is the distance between the kth interferer and the tagged node, d0 is the close-

in reference distance, P0 is the received power at the close-in reference distance, α is the

path loss exponent of the environment, and γk is the effective channel fading parameter

between the antenna of the kth interferer and the N antennas of the tagged node. For

Rayleigh fading channels, γk follows a Chi-square distribution with 2N degrees of

freedom [1, 10, 31], i.e.,

fχ2(γ) =
1

Γ (N)
γN−1e−γ (3)

The cumulative received interference power at the tagged node, Prssi is the sum

of the L i.i.d. random variables Pk, i.e.,

Prssi = P1 + P2 + . . .+ PL (4)

Note that the random variable L is independent of the random variables Pk. In a

highly dense network, the number of active senders in the network follows a Poisson

distribution. The probability of having l active senders in the network is given by

Prob[L = l] =
Ll
0e

−L0

l!
(5)

where L0 = πR2ρ is the average number of interfering nodes, where ρ is the node

density of the network. Using the law of total probability, the probability distribution

function of Prssi can be calculated as follows

Prob[Prssi] =

∞∑
l=0

Prob[Prssi\L = l]Prob[L = l] (6)

The conditional distribution of Prssi is difficult to obtain in closed form. Meanwhile,

the characteristic function of Prssi conditioning on L = l is simply (ϕPk
(w))l, where

ϕPk
(ω) is the characteristic function of the i.i.d. random variables Pk. Using the law to
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total probability, the unconditional characteristic function of Prssi, ϕPrssi
(ω), is given

by

ϕPrssi
(ω) =

∞∑
l=0

(ϕPk
(ω))l

Ll
0e

−L0

l!
(7)

= e(L0(ϕPk
(ω)−1)) (8)

In order to compute ϕPk
(ω), we first compute the characteristic function of the

received power of the kth interfering node conditioning on a channel fading instance

ϕPk\γ(w) = E[ejwPk\γk = γ], then we integrate over the distribution of the channel

fading distribution to obtain the characteristic function ϕPk
(w) of the random variable

Pk. We obtain (the detailed proof is in Appendix B)

ϕPk
(w) =

2P
2/α
0 d20

α(D2 − ε2)

∫ (
d0
ϵ )αP0

(
d0
D )αP0

1

xβ(1− jωx)N
dx (9)

= Cf(β,N, ω) (10)

where the variables C and β represent the constants
2P

2/α
0 d2

0

α(D2−ε2)
and (α+ 2)/α, respec-

tively, for the ease of notation.

Given ϕPk
(ω) in (9), it is difficult to reverse ϕPrssi

(ω) to obtain the distribution of

Prssi. Recall that Prssi is the sum of small positive numbers. Therefore, the distribution

of Prssi can be modeled using a Gamma distribution according to the central limit

theory for casual functions [23]. Using ϕPk
(ω) to obtain the mean and variance of

Prssi, the probability distribution of Prssi is given by

fPrssi
(y) = ya−1 e−y/b

baΓ (a)
, y > 0 (11)

where a = E2(Prssi)/V ar(Prssi) and b = V ar(Prssi)/E(Prssi). E(Prssi) and V ar(Prssi)

are evaluated using the first and second moments of ϕPrssi
(ω) calculated as

E(Prssi)=−jϕ̇Prssi
(0)

=CL0ḟ(β,N, 0)eL0(Cf(β,N,0)−1) (12)

and

E(P 2
rssi)=−ϕ̈Prssi

(0)

=CL0[f̈(β,N, 0) + CL0ḟ
2(β,N, 0)]eL0(Cf(β,N,0)−1) (13)

Using the properties of the beta functions, f(β,N, 0), ḟ(β,N, 0), and f̈(β,N, 0) can

be computed as

f(β,N, 0)=−
((d0

D )αP0)
1−β − ((d0

ϵ )αP0)
1−β

1− β
(14)

ḟ(β,N, 0)=−jN
((d0

D )αP0)
2−β − ((d0

ϵ )αP0)
2−β

2− β
, α ̸= 2 (15)

f̈(β,N, 0)=N(N + 1)
((d0

D )αP0)
3−β − ((d0

ϵ )αP0)
3−β

3− β
(16)
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Model Validation. Next, we validate the accuracy of modeling the distribution

of Prssi by a gamma distribution and show that our analysis closely captures the

parameters of the distribution. We assume time is slotted. In each slot, we choose the

number of interfering senders from a Poisson distribution with parameter L0. Figures 8

and 9 depict the empirically and analytically computed distribution of Prssi for L0 = 4,

and its statistics for different values of L0, respectively.
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Fig. 8 Model validation of the Prssi distribution. P0 = 0.44 mW, D = 250 m, d0 = ϵ = 12.5
cm, α = 4, N = 4 antennas, and L0 = 4 interferers.
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Fig. 9 The analytically computed statistics of Prssi closely matches the empirical ones for
wide range of interfering transmissions.

Node’s Transmission Opportunity. Given the cumulative interference distribu-

tion fPrssi
(y) in (11), a nodes transmission probability ptr is computed by integrating

fPrssi
(y) up to the carrier sense threshold CSth. Recall that SIMO MAC permits a

sender to transmit only if the cumulative interference is below CSth. Furthermore, the

value of CSth for the proposed SIMO MAC is different from the carrier sense thresh-

old of legacy 802.11n MIMO MAC due to the SIMO MAC modifications discussed in

Section 4. In what follows we show to to compute SIMO MAC carrier sense threshold.
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5.3 SIMO MAC Carrier Sense Threshold

Here, we compute the SIMO MAC carrier sense threshold CSth that achieves certain

network performance objectives. In order to do so, we need to define the SIMO MAC

achievable rate per unit area of the network. Due to the independence of the interference

at a flow’s endpoints, the achievable rate per unit area is

R = r(1− pout)ptrρ (17)

where pout is the outage probability of a given transmission defined as be the probability

of the event that the mutual information I(SINR) = log2(1 + SINR) falls below a

specific transmission rate r [31], i.e.,

pout = Prob[I(SINR) < r]. (18)

One way to compute CSth is to assume an outage-constrained network in which a

small outage (typically pout < 0.1) is targeted to guarantee a certain service require-

ment. For the targeted pout, the optimal contention density ρ̄, defined as the number of

successful transmissions per unit area, can be computed by manipulating the results in

[15] and [32] derived for closed-loop MIMO systems with maximal ratio transmission.

The computed optimal contention density ρ̄ translates to the transmission capacity

of the network defined in [14–16, 32] as r(1 − pout)ρ̄. Substituting in (17) with the

assumed pout and equating R with the calculated transmission capacity, we numeri-

cally compute the carrier sense threshold of the SIMO MAC protocol that achieves the

network transmission capacity using the gamma incomplete function.

Alternatively, we can compute CSth that yields a service requirement defined in

terms of of a targeted rate per unit area. This can be achieved by directly computing

pout as a function of the network parameter using the cumulative interference distri-

bution then substituting in (17). The maximal ratio combiner uses the channel gain

vector of the tagged sender as the weight vector to be multiplied by the received signal

[1, 10]. Hence, the SINR at the output of the receiver’s maximal ratio combiner is given

by

SINR =
P̃sh

†
shs∑L

k=1 P̃k
|h†

shk|2
h†

shs
+ σ2

(19)

where P̃s = P0(
d0
ds

)α and P̃k = P0(
d0
dk

)α are the path-loss component of the received

signal power from the tagged sender s and the kth interferer given in (2), respectively;

hs and hk are the vector channel gains of the tagged sender and the kth interferer,

respectively, and † is the complex conjugate transpose. We assume additive white

Gaussian noise at the receiver with variance σ2. For the ease of notation, we denote

γ = h†
shs and γ̃ =

∑L
k=1 P̃k

|hs
†hk|2

hs
†hs

. For the assumed Rayleigh fading environment,

the elements of hs and hk follow a complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and

unit variance. Hence, γ follows the Chi-square distribution given in (3) with 2N degrees

of freedom. According to [1, 10],
|h†

shk|2

hs
†hs

follows an exponential distribution. Using a

similar analysis as in Section 5.2, we find that γ̃ follows the Gamma distribution given

by (11) with the parameters in (12) to (16) computed using N = 1. Substituting with

(19) in (18), the outage probability can be expressed as

pout = Prob

[
P̃sγ

γ̃ + σ2
< (2r − 1)

]
(20)
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Using the distributions of γ and γ̃ given by (3) and (11), respectively, the outage

probability in (20) is calculated as

pout =

∫ ∞

0

fγ̃(γ̃)

∫ A(γ̃+σ2)/P̃s

0

fγ(γ)dγdγ̃ (21)

= 1− e
−Aσ2

P̃s

baΓ (a)

N−1∑
s=0

(A/P̃s)
s

s!

∫ ∞

0

γ̃a−1(γ̃+σ2)se
−γ̃( 1

b+
A
P̃s

)
dγ̃ (22)

where A = (2r − 1). In interference-limited networks, where both the received signal

power and the interference power are much higher than the noise power (i.e., P̃s ≫ σ2

and γ̃ ≫ σ2), the intractable integral in (22) is reduced to a tractable one that equals

to Γ (a+s)
(

bP̃s

P̃s+Ab

)s+a
. Hence, the outage probability in interference-limited scenarios

is calculated as

pout ∼= 1− 1

(1+Ab/P̃s)a

N−1∑
s=0

Γ (a+ s)

s!Γ (a)

(
Ab/P̃s

1+Ab/P̃s

)s

(23)

Note that, the outage probability, and hence, the achievable flow rate rate are

functions of the transmission rate r, the number of receive antennas N , the transmit

power P , and the node density ρ reflected by a and b. For a targeted rate per unit

area, the only unknown in (17) is the SIMO MAC carrier sense threshold which is

numerically computed using the gamma incomplete function.

6 Related Work

The related literature of MIMO networks and unfairness mitigation in random access

networks can be summarized as follows.

MIMO-specific MAC. The upcoming IEEE 802.11n MIMO standard promises

high throughput via MIMO spatial multiplexing. However, because the MIMO phys-

ical layer does not consider uncoordinated interference, the 802.11n suffers from the

same severe unfairness and starvation problems encountered in single antenna networks

[20]. In contrast to the IEEE 802.11 standards, multiple simultaneous transmissions can

coexist in the same channel using joint MIMO signaling techniques such as stream con-

trol, beamforming, or optimal antenna selection. However, protocols employing these

mechanisms, such as [4, 6, 24, 29], require network-wide synchronization and channel

information of all interfering transmitters at each receiver (and/or senders) in order

to null out their signals. While such synchronous MAC protocols address fairness by

allowing multiple simultaneous transmissions, the overhead due to network synchro-

nization and channel acquisition significantly degrades the system throughput as was

empirically shown in [12]. The only related work that addressed MIMO multiple trans-

missions in asynchronous networks is [20]. In [20], the MIMO spatial multiplexing

degree was probabilistically determined based on the SINR at the receiver. However,

such scheme cannot be incrementally deployed to the widely used 802.11 as the case

with SIMO MAC and necessitates per-transmission sender-receiver coordination.

Alternative Random MAC Approaches. Due to the inefficiency and unfair-

ness problems of random access in single radio multi-hop networks, several alternative
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approaches have been proposed in the literature. Examples include the use of mul-

tiple orthogonal channels [28] and/or multiple radios [2], and the use of directional

antennas[9]. Even though such alternatives have the potential of addressing the hid-

den terminals problem and its consequences, additional resources are required to real-

ize interference-free parallel transmission. Furthermore, such solutions introduce new

medium access challenges such as coordination and deafness problems. Alternatively,

[13] and [25] present new physical layer designs, such as joint decoding of collided

packets and self interference cancellation, respectively, to counter the effects of hidden

terminals. In contrast, we address random access inefficiencies via simple MAC modifi-

cations in single-channel multi-hop networks with conventional multi-antenna physical

layer.

Performance Analysis of MIMO ad-hoc Networks. With the proliferation

of the MIMO technology, recent works have been concerned with characterizing the

capacity of MIMO ad-hoc networks [5, 7, 8, 14–16, 22, 32, 35, 36] rather than the

performance of an individual MIMO link. In [5] and [35], the optimal signaling scheme

of interfering MIMO transmissions have been asymptotically studied with the com-

plete channel information available at all receivers and all senders, respectively. It was

shown that single antenna/stream transmission maximizes the network capacity in the

asymptotically high SIR regime. In [8], a closed-loop formula for the capacity of a

MIMO link in an arbitrary network given the availability of the channel information

of all interfering transmissions at the receivers was presented. Similarly, closed-loop

expressions for the error probability of adaptive antenna arrays were obtained as-

suming optimal combining [7, 22] and minimum mean square error (MMSE) combing

with and without successive interference cancellation [36]. Alternatively, [14–16, 32]

and references therein investigated the transmission capacity of MIMO networks de-

fined as the number of simultaneous transmission per unit area for different MIMO

physical layer schemes assuming a single data stream/antenna per sender. These prior

works consider advanced transceiver architectures. For instance, [14] and [16] consider

interference cancellation techniques that fully and partially cancel the strongest inter-

ferers, respectively. Meanwhile, [15] assumes advanced transmission techniques such as

transmit beamforming, transmit antenna selection and space time codes in conjunc-

tion with maximal ratio combining at the receiver. However, all of the aforementioned

prior work assumes a certain amount of information about the channels of interfer-

ing flows to be available at either flows’ endpoints which necessitates a synchronized

system. Synchronization and channel information exchange have been experimentally

shown to significantly deteriorate the overall network performance [12]. In contrast to

[5, 7, 8, 14–16, 22, 32, 35, 36], we are the first to experimentally evaluate interfering

synchronous and asynchronous MIMO flows without the availability of the channel in-

formation of interfering flows. Prior experimental MIMO research was concerned with

the assessment of the performance of an individual MIMO link (e.g., see [21, 27]).

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed using the multi-antenna physical layer to increase the

number of spatially-proximate transmissions instead of increasing the per-link rate. A

sender uses a single antenna for transmission while a receiver uses all of its antennas

to provide diversity gain. We have experimentally demonstrated that such a physical

layer is robust to uncoordinated and asynchronous interfering transmissions. We have
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presented the simple modifications required to the 802.11 protocol to enable multiple

SIMO flows to concurrently share the medium. We have shown that such a multi-flow

SIMO MAC alleviates the severe unfairness of legacy 802.11 MIMO MAC in multi-hop

topologies. We have developed an analytical model to compute the optimal carrier at

a given node density for random networks.

Appendix

A. Analytical Proof of SIMO Robustness to Unknown Interference

Here, we analytically prove SIMO robustness properties using outage analysis. Time is

slotted and in each slot the Rayleigh channel matrices between different sender-receiver

pairs are unchanged. Given our interference-limited network model, consider a tagged

sender that transmits ns independent data streams from ns antennas each with rate r

and power P . Due to the independence of the data streams transmitted by a ns ×N

flow, the achievable flow rate can be calculated as

Rs = nsr(1− pout)
ns (A1)

where, pout is the outage probability per stream (or antenna). Without loss of general-

ity, we consider a single interferer that uses ni antennas. The maximal ratio combiner

uses the channel gain of the tagged sender as the weights of the combiner [1, 10]. The

received SINR of the kth stream at the output of the maximal ratio combiner is given

by

SINR =
P̃sh

†

k,shk,s∑ni

l=1 P̃i
|h

†
k,shl,i|2

h
†
k,shk,s

+ σ2

(A2)

where P̃s and P̃i are the path-loss components of received signal power from the tagged

and interfering senders per antenna, respectively, and † is the complex conjugate trans-

pose. The vector hk,s and hl,i represent the channel gain vectors of the kth transmit

antenna of the tagged sender s, and the lth interfering antenna of the interferer i,

respectively, and the receiver. We define the following terms to describe the output of

the maximal ratio combiner: γ = h
†

k,shk,s =
∑N

m=1 | hkm,s |2 as the effective SIMO

channel of the kth transmit antenna at the output of the combiner, where hkm,s is

the channel fading coefficient between the kth transmit antenna and the mth receive

antenna; and γ̃ =
∑ni

l=1

|h
†
k,shl,i|2

h
†
k,shk,s

as the effective interference at the combiner output.

Hence, (A2) can be rewritten as

SINR =
SIRγ

γ̃ + σ2

P̃i

(A3)

where SIR = P̃s/P̃i is the signal to interference ratio per antenna. Substituting in

(18), the outage probability can be expressed as

pout = Prob

[
γ

γ̃ + σ2

P̃i

<
(2r − 1)

SIR

]
(A4)
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For Raleigh fading channel coefficients , | hkm,s |2 and | h
†

k,shl,i |2 h
†

k,shk,s are

exponentially distributed [1, 10]. The Chi-square (χ2
m) distribution with m degrees

of freedom nominally applies to the sum of m i.i.d. exponential random variables.

Since the channel fading coefficients are i.i.d., γ and γ̃ are Chi-square distributed with

2N and 2ni degrees of freedom, respectively. Thus, the outage probability in (A4) is

calculated as

pout=

∫ ∞

0

fγ̃(γ̃)

∫ A(γ̃+σ2

P̃i
)

0

fγ(γ)dγdγ̃ (A5)

=1− e
−Aσ2

P̃i

Γ (ni)

N−1∑
s=0

As

s!

∫ ∞

0

γ̃ni−1(γ̃+σ2

P̃i

)s
e−γ̃(1+A)dγ̃ (A6)

where A =
(2r−1)
SIR .For interference-limited networks, the signal and interference powers

are much higher than the noise power (i.e., P̃s ≫ σ2 and P̃i ≫ σ2), the intractable

integral in (A6) is reduced to a tractable one that equals (s + ni − 1)!/(1 + A)s+ni ,

and hence (A6) is equal to

pout ∼= 1− 1

Γ (ni)(1+A)ni

N−1∑
s=0

(
A

1+A

)s
(s+ni−1)!

s!
(A7)

Thus, the outage probability, and hence, the achievable flow rate Rs is a function ns,

ni, the SIR, and the stream rate r.

To illustrate the increase in the required SIR to obtain spatial multiplexing gain,

we plot the achievable rate Rs normalized to the stream rate r for different number of

transmit antennas. We consider two symmetric uncoordinated flows (i.e., ns = ni) with

4-antenna receivers. As depicted in Figure A1(a), SIMO robustness yields almost unity

normalized flow rate even at low SIR. As the number of antennas per flow increases, the

SIR required to obtain the promised gain increases, as experimentally demonstrated

in Section 3.2. This trend is independent of the stream rate r. As r increases, the SIR

required for higher spatial multiplexing degrees further increases.

Similar analysis can be performed considering L SIMO interferers each with power
Ptot
L . We reevaluate the outage probability in such a multi-interferer scenario. Figure

A1(b) depicts the achievable SIMO rate for different values of L with the total power

fixed. Similar increase in the SIMO flow rate given more interferers was experimentally

shown in Section 3.2. It is worth mentioning that for a given Ptot, the variance of the

cumulative interference term in SINR is inversely proportional to L.

B. Characteristic Function of Received Interference

Conditioning on a certain channel instance γk = γ, the path-loss component of the

received power per interferer P̃ = P0

(
d0
d

)α
has the following distribution

fP̃ (x) =
2P

2/α
0 d20

α(D2 − ε2)x(α+2)/α
(B1)

defined in the interval [(d0
D )αP0, (

d0
ε )αP0].
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Fig. A1 Theoretical validation of SIMO properties.

By definition, the characteristic function of the random variable Pk\γ is given by

ϕPk\γ (ω) = E[e(jωPk)\γk = γ] (B2)

=

∫ (
d0
ϵ )αP0

(
d0
D )αP0

e(jωxγ)fP̃ (x)dx (B3)

=
2P

2/α
0 d20

α(D2 − ε2)

∫ (
d0
ϵ )αP0

(
d0
D )αP0

e(jωxγ)

x(α+2)/α
dx (B4)

We use the distribution of the effective channel fading process given by (3) to

remove the conditioning in (B2) as follows,

ϕPk
(ω)=

∫ ∞

0

ϕk\γ(ω)fγ(γ)dγ (B5)

=
2P

2/α
0 d20

α(R2 − ε2)

∫ ∞

0

∫ (
d0
ϵ )αP0

(
d0
D )αP0

e(jωxγ)γN−1e−γ

Γ (N)x(α+2)/α
dxdγ (B6)

=
2P

2/α
0 d20

α(D2 − ε2)

∫ (
d0
ϵ )αP0

(
d0
D )αP0

1

x(α+2)/α(1− jωx)N
dx (B7)

which is what is given by (9).
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